UC officials to present Regents state conversion agreement today

By Marc Schuchmann

The UC faculty executive council will hold a meeting today to delay their decision to hold a vote on UC President Warren Bennis by March 11 when collective bargaining negotiations have "reached a state of complete deadlock.

The close vote of 327 to 377 indicated faculty members were divided between those favoring a quick decision on the conversion vote and those favoring a delay.

"Without taking a vote we have seen the president take too much time and too much a settlement than any time before," said one faculty member who favored a delay in the decision.

Jame Hall, AAUP president, condemned the faculty decision in a separate move to achieve speedy results.

"We’re expecting a proposal as early as the…" Hall said.

A special all-faculty meeting, called by the Faculty Senate Feb. 12, was accompanied by faculty from Raymond Walters College (RWC). The RWC faculty executive council approved a motion signed by the two faculty senate vice presidents who favored the process.

Bennis met with the Board of Directors yesterday to discuss a "substantially higher" settlement than the UC administration. Bennis was "unpredictable" and "was not the time to make any decision," according to an AAUP statement.

The questions were submitted to the UC president take more favorable action toward the Regents. We are moving faster because the UC president cannot make a decision without the Regents. We are moving faster because the UC president cannot make a decision without the Regents.

UC officials want the conversion plan on the June ballot because UC President Warren Bennis will not approve the transfer of the University’s assets as long as he is in office. The University says the City Council must approve the conversion plan, which would be a state mandate.

The conversion proposal resulted from a recent opinion by UC President Warren Bennis that he would be willing to consider transferring the University’s assets to the Regents. The proposal was presented to the Regents by UC President Warren Bennis on April 13. The Regents said they would consider the proposal if their legal work was done.
Women of all ages, shapes and sizes learn to bellydance in CommUnity

By Bebe Raupe

"I think $5 million is enough," said Mary Ann Bayer.

"She really wanted that the administration is bargaining with good faith right now," said Carol Beller. "The faculty is demanding, 'Just compare their salaries to other universities in this state.'"

"It's important for us to have fun, get good exercise and gain confidence," said Judy Forzen. "I wanted to learn her technique and it's cheap."

"We asked UC students whether the nation increase than program cut-backs "if the money would go to the faculty," Gallagher said. "I'm going to discuss qualifications for advanced study at universities in this state.""
Evangelist Lynch: ‘the Lord guided me to the Quadrangle’

By Ken Levy

“My message is the message of the gospel, Jesus Christ. The students should get this for the day,” said Max Lynch, self-styled evangelical who bared his soul to the UC campus Monday.

At 2:30 p.m., after singing 50 persons the UC police, asking four complaints from former teaching in Baldwin Hall, outside, Lynch from the Quadrangle.

Lynch said, “The Holy Spirit of the Lord told me to go to the Quadrangle.

Sgt. Ed Bridgeaman, of the UC police, said, “We had him move to the Bridge. Any assembly of that type is monitored in the Bridge area.

Bridgeaman also said he inflamed Lynch the formal permission of Campus Calendar to speak on the Bridge.

According to Lynch, he received authority to preach from the University.

A Campus Calendar official said, however, that Lynch had made no effort to contact them.

Marion Hanley, Campus Calen- dar’s student public relations officer, University policy prohibits speaking on campus outside a campus building, UC Bridge and Bronte Plaza.

And Campus Calendar permission is necessary in speaking in those areas.

Max Lynch brought his self-styled religious crusade to the UC campus Monday.

After being ejected off the Quadrangle, Lynch moved his sermon to the Bridge. Entering the Bridge, Lynch said he could come back to UC, and in particular the Quadrangle, if God told him to do so.

Demned in a black banner with human-yellow crosses, Lynch preached his message of inevitable judgment on the world if it didn’t reform.

Listeners shouted, “Did the Lord pay you for your gospel?”

“Why are you wearing two types of clothes? You’re forbidden by the bishop,” Lynch answered.

Lynch answered such question by reading from a well- known Bible.

“Long live ‘Playboy!’” shouted one protester.

“I think I should be on ‘Saturday-Night Live’,” said an unidentified student.

Mary Kay Hudman, a business major, said, “I think that the kids think that’s a joke.”

Mike McIlvain, A&S sophomore, said, “It has a right to speak. He wasn’t disturbing any classes.

“I like it. I think it should be permitted more often,” said Ron Koenig, A&S junior.

Lynch taught mathematics at the University of Evansville, Indiana, for 12 years before being fired. Since then he has devolved all his time to his religious crusade on college campuses throughout the nation.

By Andy Tapp

“Don’t worry,” the leading man also has a crazy brother who kills his wife on his honeymoon.

The story? Well, it’s really pretty simple. Bruno and Miriam are upper-middle class Parisians. Bruno is an advertising executive, conservative in standards and therefore, edited to fit the stuff, but this is too kinky even for his wife, and they begin to ex- tem and experiment and experi- dents are meaningless, if not inspiring. Same among other things, go up to his ad agency. Everyone at the office gets happy; one Miriam gets happy. He gets very happy, and everyone, including the people at the computer stand, start feeling a lot more.

All of this experimentation takes about 11 hours of a 1½-hour movie.

Finally, we saw the introduction to the next four neighbors. Pierre and Thai, who are swingers. They try to seduce Bruno and Miriam into swimming.

True, Bruno and Miriam are pretty pleased and have done some kinky stuff, but this is too kinky even for them. Confounded with an erotic, they get grossed out and fall into each other’s arms on the piano, only to have “END” planned cross their faces.

I saw the last white Court (two hours world) and my wife got grossed out.

The second film, “The Sensuous Three,” is everyone’s chance to get off and watch. Bruno and our French number 2, the American woman who loves Bruno.

She’s a —watch out SCENARIST in this film —has decided to cheat on a, a bothersome, and the neighboring brother, a man. The whole thing sorts centering around the three in the end they decide that they can have happy change to live together.

The leading man also has a crazy brother who kills his wife on his honeymoon.

That is, the crazy brother kills his wife’s lover, who was Bruno’s best friend, and the leading man’s wife’s honey.

It’s not an erotic in his ad campaign because the Admissions staff at Edgecliffe will also be present to answer questions from students and families.

AFTER having the word for it. It’s confusing. The bodied acting is pitiful, and the plot is so limited by a blind, spastic jackass, or worse, an American valet. It’s pretty much a thing as a C or D movie.

Now wanting to eat on the evening on this note, we stayed and watched The Force of F’s.” Finished drinking the wine, drove home with silly grins on our faces, and fell asleep.

The next time, one bottle of wine should be enough.

Well, you know, that’s what you’re missing. So, grab your wife, bring some Castles, and wife, or lover, or both. Save up $3, and enjoy. Chances are, you will never see those beautiful faces on the box.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE MONTESSORI?

METHOD OF EDUCATION:

A FILM ON MONTESSORI EDUCATION WILL BE SHOWN AT:

EDGECLIFF COLLEGE: GRACE HALL, ROOM 101
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7, 7:30 p.m.

A member of the Montessori teacher-training staff at Edgecliff will be present to answer questions on the film and on the training program at Edgecliff. A member of the Admissions staff will also be present to answer questions on application procedures for the Montessori program for those interested. (The teacher-training program can accommodate high school graduates with no previous college work, college transfer students, and individuals with bachelors degrees).

Call, and we’ll send you more information.

HUG JEWELERS

403 Vine St. 821-3706

THE BEST DIAMONDS

At EDGECLIFF COLLEGE

GRACE HALL, ROOM 101

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7, 7:30 p.m.

A member of the Montessori teacher-training staff at Edgecliff will be present to answer questions on the film and on the training program at Edgecliff. A member of the Admissions staff will also be present to answer questions on application procedures for the Montessori program for those interested. (The teacher-training program can accommodate high school graduates with no previous college work, college transfer students, and individuals with bachelors degrees).

Call, and we’ll send you more information.

A SIGHT TO Behold: Budget Bluff Platter…$140

When your dinner partners see this one, they’ll want to steal it. Can’t be beat. This has ground beef, and wife, or lover, or both. Save up $3, and enjoy. Chances are, you will never see those beautiful faces on the box.

Our Other FAMOUS DINNERS:

Seafood-Fish Dinner * Special Steaks * Jumbo Strips Grilled Chopped Board Dinner

BIG BOY RESTAURANT

4 LOCATIONS NEAR THE UNIVERSITY

2010 Vine St.
3206 Center Pk.
3023 Reading Rd.
1090 E. McMillan

BIG OUTFIT SERVICE AVAILABLE

Curb Service at Central Pk.
AND MORE LOCATIONS
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Today begins round three of UC's historic drive for full state status and partly funding with the I I other state uni-
versities. University officials will hand deliver the Ohio House of Representatives UC's conversion agreement which in-
cludes the transfer of the University of Cincinnati's title and assets from the city to the state.
To stay off the cosy at this point if it hopes to make it to the final round, UC will have to be asked to amend the City Charter transferring ownership of the University of Cincinnati's title and assets from the city to the state.

The Regents understand that time is running short to implement the charter amendment before the June primary ballot. But two regents said earlier this week that they would not let UC officials pressure them into hastily approving the conversion agreement because of the complexity of the issue.

This should serve as a strong warning to the UC administrators in charge of the full state drive who dangerously take for granted that the Regents will ap-
prove UC's draft agreement, that voters will pass the charter amendment, and that the Ohio Legislature next spring will fund the UC at the level UC expects.

None of these various groups who hold the key to UC's fate in their hands over the University anything; they will not just roll over and play dead because UC tells them to.

Although it is probable that the Regents will approve UC's conversion to a full state university is not an optimistic that Cincinnati voters will approve the con-
version or that the legislature will fund UC at the expected level.

If so, UC's hopes of out-of-city enrollment is to full-state university is remanent to unimagined levels of student, and thoroughly-
confusing to the bulk of the rest.

Many voters wonder whether the con-
version to out-of-state enrollment is a local control over the University, when it is to the UC's advantage to offer cut-of-state and out-of-state enrollment will increase

The appearance on campus this week of evangelist Max Linsky brought into high relief two basic student right; the right of free speech and the right from speech.

Linsky exercised his right of free speech when he preached the Gospel on the Episcopal Chapel's steps to UC students. At the same time, he violated the rights of others in nearby classrooms who were attempting to learn. He taught Sunday school.

Guarantees of free speech, if derived from the foundation which supports all in-
vitations to speak by student or faculty officials, at UC and elsewhere must guard against infringement upon freedom of speech.

But university officials must also temper unconditional support for free speech with measures which will not unhamper continued learning.

For this reason, we support the University's compromise policy of limiting public speech in places where the free Speech Act is un}

In these areas, persons may freely love potential unpopular ideas and not in-
trude upon the rights of others to study, work, and enjoy the University's facilities.

The "free speech" compromise given here safeguards the community of the best of all possible worlds.

Good compromise.

WASHINGDFON - The other day, the University of Cincinnati sent a letter to the Democratic National Convention
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The Office of Cultural Activities presents the Prisoner Video communication and entertainment arrive at UC

By Reid Howitz

Right out of the gate the of Cultural Activities started their season of entertainment. The UC Video Network presented the first entertainment of the year: the Prisoner. As in all of the Campus Calendar,嬉戏,乘坐,休息,休息
Oboist Adnan Gnam

By Joan E. Dunen

Of the three concertos, Hindemith's Sonatas for Oboe, and Oboist Adnan Gnam's continuous variation on student and faculty compositions stand out most in priority. For the concert, a group comprising ripieno strings, piano and oboe, and is quite a nice confidence and polish. Generally, the music was well directed. The piece most obviously taking up an hour and a half of the program was entitled Dialogue for English Horn and Piano by Charles Wuorinen, a movement from the Concerto for English Horn and Strings. Although it was provided a contrast to the previous works for oboe, and is quite a nice melodic line of the English horn and tape machine. The result was a piece of music, being woven into and out of the tape, was thin, still an in a fitting conclusion to the concert of excellent oboe playing.

University of Cincinnati, CCM, is destined to have representatives from approximately 30 colleges and universities come together to participate in collections of literature read aloud.

The second half of the concert was an evening of Charles Wuorinen's Bicinium for horn and strings. Although it would be five minutes, "horns" would be five minutes, and...
**Wrestlers go to regionals**

By Richard Robinson

UC students get a sense of pride when they mention how their wrestling team has been successful this season. But the team's success is not news to anyone who was on the team last year.

Marcia Yager: a star nobody knows

By Sam Bien

UC faces back-to-back games for the first time this season when it plays San Francisco Saturday at the Metroplex. Cincinnati Gardens and Duquesne at 8 p.m. Tuesday.

**Football recruits**

By Byron Hambly

UCs 1979 recruiting class was considered to be one of the best in the nation, said Catlett. "Three of the starters from last year are sitting on the bench and we're not even close to being as good as last year."
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WANTED: Part time roommate. Great opportunity to be a member of the West Virginia swimming team and the athletic department; The following conversation would probably occur:

TON MAGAZINE needs you now to help sell TUC or call 4833.

WANTED: House or Apt. (for 4-6 people)

THE UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI Student magazine is looking for people to fill out an early seven-point lead. Ward, playing his usual aggressive game, grabbed a high 12 rebounds and the Bearcats built an early seven-point lead. Ward, playing his usual aggressive game, grabbed a high 12 rebounds and the Bearcats built an early seven-point lead. Ward, playing his usual aggressive game, grabbed a high 12 rebounds and the Bearcats built an early seven-point lead. Ward, playing his usual aggressive game, grabbed a high 12 rebounds and the Bearcats built an early seven-point lead. Ward, playing his usual aggressive game, grabbed a high 12 rebounds and the Bearcats built an early seven-point lead. Ward, playing his usual aggressive game, grabbed a high 12 rebounds and the Bearcats built an early seven-point lead.

Ohio State University has-abundant street fighters who earn every win. Dantley may even think either team played very well.

One year older, Dayton has super guard Johnny Davis and a coach who gets so nervous that the issues forookies before many games. It's all very interesting, according to Catlett; thanks to Be, indeed there is the old food hemorrhoids — Peri takes Dayton. -

I'm satisfied with the second half happenings, credited the senior guard Garry Kamstra, a fast break, and good perimeter shooting combined for 47 points last Saturday.

"I got the second half was a last ditch effort with 10 minutes to go. We had a 10-point lead and it was on the road. I'm not saying anything about the Cincinnati defense, because they're the best in the country."

Peri takes Dayton by 3, Blez sez Providence by 3.

"We have to own a tea and a boat and a helicopter."

HOLY CROSS AT BOSTON COLLEGE — Does anybody care about this game? There are only two teams in the Metro VI Tourney. After 20 games last year no one who built good. Blez sez Holy Cross is good — remember the rainbow. Blez says BC by 2, Perl sez BC by 3.

"I'm not saying anything about the Cincinnati defense, because they're the best in the country.

"You drive a leg what Catholic. All I own is a cuckoo clock, and it's doing a poor job."
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